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j ourna l homepage: www.e lsev ie r.com/deve lopmenta lb io logyIntroductory comment on six papers from a Symposium on experimental and
historical aspects of evolutionary bioscienceIn June of 2010 anunusual Symposiumwasheld in the Jacques Loeb
Center at Ben Gurion University (BGU), in Be'er Sheva, Israel. It was
entitled “History of Evolutionary Thought and Relations with Mech-
anistic Bioscience”, and indeed at this Symposium, the conceptual
history of mechanistic evolutionary bioscience was interspersed in-
timatelywith examples of that bioscience, aswell aswithpaleontology
and developmental molecular biology. The six papers that follow well
display the eclectic nature of this remarkably stimulating event, which
was hosted by Prof. Ute Deichmann, Director of the Loeb Center at
BGU. Theﬁrst twoof these papers are essayswhich dealwith aspects of
the conceptual history of evolutionary approaches, including partic-
ularly their interaction with development and genetics. In order of
their appearance, the paper of Ute Deichmann, “Early 20th century
research at the interfaces of genetics, development, and evolution:
Reﬂections on progress and dead ends” contrasts the intellectual
methods of Jacques Loeb, Richard Goldschmidt, and Sewall Wright, a
contrast that is sharply illuminated by the mechanistic focus of the
most incisive and original bioscience of our own time. The paper of
Michel Morange, “Evolutionary developmental biology, its roots and
characteristics” focuses on the non-linear trajectories of the strains of
thought leading to the present framework for understanding evolution
of the body plan, i.e., change in developmental gene regulatory sys-
tems. The following two papers concern particular current subjects in
developmental molecular biology, which illuminate certain evolu-
tionary processes. A paper of Ben Shilo and colleagues, “Versatility of EGF
receptor ligand processing in insects” reviews the unique and variable
biochemistry and cell biology of EGF signaling, in which evolutionary
differences in intracellular localization of a ligand processing system
provide diverse functional outputs that affect development. The next
paper, from Smadar Ben-Tabou De-Leon, “The conserved role and
divergent regulation of foxa, a pan-eumetazoan developmental regula-
tory gene”, summarizes the cis-regulatory systems controlling this0012-1606/$ – see front matter © 2011 Published by Elsevier Inc.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2011.06.001gene in different organisms, showing that these systems vary in their
spatial activity and otherwise, while on the other hand at least some of
the basic developmental functions of this gene are conserved. The last
two papers are current studies of evolutionary process. The paper of
Doug Erwin, “Evolutionary Uniformitarianism” contains a new analysis
of time of origin of major animal clades during the late Precambrian,
the Cambrian and the Ordovician, from which it is clear that rates of
change in body plan have occurred at very non-uniform rates, and thus
by non-uniform processes. The paper of Eric Davidson, “Evolutionary
bioscience as regulatory systems biology” addresses the problem of
evolutionary change in developmental gene regulatory networks at
different hierarchical levels, concluding that at upper levels where
early developmental transitions are encoded, the effects of cis-
regulatory variation are strongly buffered by the properties of network
subcircuits.
The juxtaposition of these three pairs of essays reﬂects in
miniature the real needs of this most complex area of experimental
and conceptual bioscience, and we hope that the reader will approach
them in this spirit. Reﬂections on where we have been reinforce the
urgency of clarity of thought and of explanatory mechanism. The
particulars of the molecular systems that control development are the
particulars that have changed in evolution. Considerations of theprocess
itself, at last becoming accessible at the regulatory system level, now
make sense, while until recently they only added descriptions of
phenomena.
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